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Abst ract - -The  nested relational model allows relations that are not in first normal form. This 
paper gives an extension of Datalog rules for nested relations. In our approach, nested Datalog is a 
natural extension of Datalog introduced for the relational data model. A nested Datalog program has 
a hierarchical structure of rules and subprograms to manipulate relation values of nested relations. 
We introduce a new category of predicate symbols, the variable predicate symbols to refer to tuples 
of subrelations. The notion of soundness, afety and consistency is defined to avoid undesirable 
nested Datalog programs. The evaluation of nested Datalog is given in terms of the nested relational 
algebra. Finally, we relate the expressive power of nonrecursive nested Datalog to the power of nested 
relational algebra nd safe nested tuple relational calculus. 
Keywords--Expressivenees,  Nested algebra nd calculus, Nested Datalog, Nested relations, Sub- 
programs, Subrules, Variable predicate symbols. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The relat ional  data  model [1,2] has become the most popular  data  model implemented in many 
database management  systems. However, the assumption that  relations are always in first normal  
form (at t r ibutes  may hold only atomic values) restricts the appl icabi l i ty of the model  to a large 
extent,  because real-life appl icat ions (e.g., mult imedia,  geographical appl ications) often require 
us to model  and store highly-structured, complex objects. In the nested relat ional model  (also 
called NF  2 or Non F i rst  Normal Form relational model),  a value of a relation itself can be a 
relation. Subrelat ions may also contain relations as their values; that  is, the depth of nesting 
may be arbitrary.  This makes it possible to represent structured a ta  in a natura l  way and also 
decreases redundancy. In the nested model, a dist inct ion is made between atomic and composite 
at t r ibutes  holding atomic values and composite values (subrelations) in tuples, respectively. 
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The nested relational model has been investigated for years. Several researchers have defined 
the model and the related nested relational algebra (e.g., [3-6]). The operations of the ordinary 
relational algebra can be naturally generalized to the nested relational model. All operators 
involve only attributes at the outermost level of nesting, thereby treating the nested database 
in an inherently flat manner. In order to be able to manipulate attributes in deeper levels, 
two additional restructuring operators nest and unnest are provided which make nested tables 
more or less nested, respectively. Some people have proposed algebraic operations with recursive 
semantics which can directly express lower level queries (e.g., [7-9]), but it has been shown that 
these recursive operations can be expressed in the basic algebras. The tuple relational calculus 
can also be extended for nested relations; some proposals can be found, e.g., in [10-12]. The 
equivalence of safe-nested tuple relational calculus with the nested relational algebra can be 
shown. In addition to formal query languages, there have also been given some proposals on how 
to extend SQL so that it supports nested relations (e.g., [13]). 
The main goal of this paper is to define an extension of Datalog for nested relations in such 
a way that it preserves the Datalog philosophy [2], and to to see what the expressive power of 
our nested Datalog is. In Datalog [2], a program consists of a set of rules, where a rule has an 
ordinary atomic formula in its head, and the body of a rule contains some ordinary or built- 
in subgoals in conjunction. A Datalog program defines relations for IDB predicates (predicate 
sYmbols occurring in the heads of rules). 
In nested Datalog, a rule may have subprograms in addition to its head and body, where a 
subprogram consists of a set of subrules, thus giving a hierarchical structuring to rules. Moreover, 
we introduce a new category of predicate symbols, namely the variable predicate symbols of the 
form pred.X, where X is a variable with composite type corresponding to a composite attribute. 
With variable predicates we can refer to individual tuples of the subrelations of the associated 
composite attribute. Variable predicates may occur in bodies of (sub)rules as well as in heads of 
subrules. The predicate symbol of a variable subgoal is considered to be an EDB predicate whose 
relation is a subrelation in a given tuple. During evaluation, the unnest algebraic operation can 
be used to express the semantics of such a subgoal. If a variable predicate occurs in the head of 
a subrule, then it is considered to be a local IDB predicate whose relation is computed by the 
subprogram containing the subrule. This gives a way to define values for composite attributes of 
the resulting relations, and the semantics can be expressed by the algebraic operation unnest. The 
notion of local IDB predicates i also new in our Datalog extension. Not only variable predicates 
occurring in heads of subrules, but also ordinary predicates may be local IDB predicates. They 
cannot be used in the whole nested Datalog program, but only in the (sub)rule where it first 
appears and is defined by a subprogram. 
A nested Datalog rule can be represented by a tree with two kinds of nodes. Rule nodes cor- 
respond to (sub)rules, while program nodes correspond to subprograms. The tree representation 
is often used throughout the paper. To avoid undesirable nested Datalog programs, nested Dat- 
alog rules and programs will be forced to satisfy certain conditions. The notions of soundness, 
safety and consistency will be introduced for this purpose. Just as in traditional Datalog, it is 
possible to write recursive nested Datalog programs. We define what recursion means in terms 
of precedence graphs, but we do not deal with recursive nested Datalog programs; this is out of 
the scope of the paper. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall the definitions of the 
nested relational model, the nested relational algebra, and the nested relational tuple calculus. 
We note that the way we define the nested relational tuple calculus and safety of formulas 
is different from other approaches, e.g., [12]. We also show that nested relational algebraic 
expressions can be expressed in safe-nested relational tuple calculus. In Section 3, we define the 
concepts of nested Datalog and we introduce the tree representation f rules. Also some important 
definitions, such as soundness, afety, consistency and recursion, are given. In Section 4, we show 
how nonrecursive nested Datalog rules are evaluated. The evaluation is given in terms of nested 
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relational algebraic expressions computing relations defined by nonrecursive nested Datalog rules. 
In Section 5, the expressive power of the nested relational algebra, nested tuple relational calculus, 
and nonrecursive nested Datalog are compared, and some important properties on equivalences 
are proven. 
2. THE NESTED RELAT IONAL MODEL 
The nested relational model is an extension of the relational data model such that the first 
normal form assumption is omitted. As a consequence, the related query languages, such as 
relational algebra and tuple calculus, must also be extended. These issues are discussed in detail 
in the next sections. 
2.1. Mode l  Def in i t ion  
In this section we define the concepts of the nested relational model. Our formalism is similar 
to the one found in [4]. 
We assume that there is an infinitely enumerable set of attribute names U. Attributes of the 
nested model will be constructed from this set. An attribute is a pair of an attribute name and a 
scheme, where the scheme, a set of attributes, may be empty. In cases when no ambiguity occurs, 
attributes can be referred to by their names without giving their complete definitions. Two kinds 
of attributes are considered: atomic attributes with empty schemes and composite attributes with 
nonempty schemes. In order to avoid ambiguity, we require that attribute names must be unique 
within an attribute or a scheme. 
Now, we formally define these notions, and we introduce the function names_in on attributes 
and schemes returning the set of attribute names occurring in them. 
DEFINITION 2.1.1. The set of (nested) attributes 14, the set of schemes So, and the function 
names_in : (t4 U So) ~ 2 U axe recursively defined as follows: 
(1) 0 E So and names_in(C) = O. 
(2) I rA e So and X E U - names_in(A), then (X,A} • t4 and names_in((X,A)) = {X} u 
names_in(A). 
(3) I f  X1 , . . .  ,Xn • 5[ and Vi, j  = 1,. . .  ,n with i ~ j : names_in(Xi) n names_in(Xj) = 0, 
then A = {X1, . . . ,  Xn} • So and namesAn(A) = U~=lnames_in(Xi ). 
(4) No other elements axe in 14 and So. 
For an attribute, the functions name and sch give its name and its scheme, respectively. 
DEFINITION 2.1.2. Let (X,A) be an attribute. The functions name : bl --. U and sch :14 ~ So 
axe defined as follows: 
name ((X, A)) = X • U, 
seh(iX,  A)) = A • So. 
As we mentioned above, we distinguish between atomic and composite attributes. 
DEFINITION 2.1.3. The set of atomic attributes LIA and the set of composite attributes Uc axe 
the following sets: 
uA = {z  • u I sch(X) = 0}, 
uc  = {x  • u I sch(X) # 0}. 
From the definition ofl4A and 14c, it obviously follows that Lt = blA U 14c and UA n ~'{C : O. 
DEFINITION 2.1.4. Two schemes A1, A2 • 80 are called compatible if and only if: 
(1) A 1 - - - -  O and A2 = 0, or 
(2) A I : {Xl} U A i and A 2 : {X2} U A~ with At and A'2 compatible schemes, and X1 and )(2 
axe both atomic attributes (• 14A), or both composite attributes (• Uc) with compatible 
schemes ch(X1) and sch(X2). 
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DEFINITION 2.1.5. A (nested) relation scheme f~ is a nonempty scheme. Let S denote the set of 
relation schemes. S = So - {0}. 
Since any finite set of atomic attributes is a nested relational scheme, this definition is a gen- 
eralization of the usual definition of flat relational schemes. Notice that the notions of composite 
attributes and nested relation schemes are very similar. The scheme of a composite attribute is a 
nested relation scheme, and a nested relation scheme becomes a composite attribute, if we give it 
a suitable name. A composite attribute can be alternatively seen as a nested relational scheme, 
and we use this dualism in the sequel. 
On instance level, a (nested) relation instance over a relation scheme is a finite set of tuples 
over the scheme, where a tuple over a scheme is a mapping that assigns values to the attributes 
of the scheme. Atomic values are assigned to atomic attributes, while for composite attributes 
the assigned values are relation instances over the corresponding attribute schemes. A nested 
relation consists of a nested relation scheme and a nested relation instance over that scheme. 
Formal definitions are given below. We do not distinguish between different atomic types; we 
assume a universal infinitely enumerable set V of atomic values. 
DEFINITION 2.1.6. The set 1) of (nested) values, the set If~ of all (nested) relation instances over 
12 E S, the set T• of all tuples over f} E S, and the set I of all (nested) relation instances are the 
smallest sets satisfying: 
(1) V = Y U I ;  
(2) I = 
(3) -- {• I R c_ and R is finite}; 
(4) T~ -- {T: f~ -* ~; I VA • 12 A biA: T(A) • V and VX • f~ N biG: ~(X) • INch(X) }. 
The elements of V are also called constants. A constant c is atomic if c • V, and a constant c
is composite if c • I .  
DEFINITION 2.1.7. A nested relation R is a pair (~,w) where f~ is a nested relation scheme and 
w is a nested relation instance over ~. A relation (f~,w) is called a fiat relation, f i l l  C biA; that 
is, the scheme of the relation contains only atomic attributes. The function sch can be extended 
to the set of relations; if R = (f~, w) is a relation, then sch(R) = f~ • S. A nested database is a 
finite set of nested relations. 
Nested relations can be represented in several ways. Attributes and schemes can be written 
in the usual linear representation. With the tabular representation, both the scheme and the 
relation instance of a relation can be represented. To illustrate these, we give an example below. 
EXAMPLE 2.1.1. Let us take a simple database where some data about families and the languages 
spoken in families are stored. Let us suppose that we store the names of the fathers, the languages 
they speak, the names of their children, and the languages the children speak. These data can 
be stored in a single nested relation SL (Spoken Languages). According to our formalism, the 
scheme of the relation can be the following: 
sch(SL) = {(FN, O>, (FS, Ai), (CH, A2)}, where 
At -- {(FL, O)} and 
A2 = ((CN, 0>, (CS, A3)}, where 
A3 = {(CL, 0>}. 
The linear epresentation f the scheme is
SL (FN, FS(FL) ,  CH (CN, CS(CL))) .  
The tabular representation f the scheme and the instance of the relation can be seen in Figure 1. 
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FN FS  CH 
FL  CN CS 
CL 
John German Jack German 
Latin Latin 
Hungarian 
James 
Jonathan Hungarian 
Spanish 
Jack German Johnny 
Latin 
Hungarian 
James Jimmy French 
Russian 
Joseph Hungarian 
Jonathan Hungarian 
Spanish 
Figure 1. The nested table SL. 
This nested relation has three attributes at the highest level. The atomic attribute FN contains 
the names of the fathers. FS  is a composite attribute with a single atomic attribute FL  in its 
scheme to store the languages the fathers peak. Data about the children are contained by the 
composite attribute CH. Its scheme consists of an atomic attribute CN for the children names 
and a composite attribute CS for the languages the children speak with the corresponding atomic 
attribute CL. 
On an instance level, this relation has four tuples as can be seen in Figure 1. Notice that a 
value of a composite attribute may be the empty relation, e.g., the value of the fourth tuple on 
attribute CH is the empty relation, indicating that Jonathan has no children. 
2.2. The Nested Relational Algebra 
One approach to query nested relations is that we define algebraic operations on them. On 
one hand, the nested relational algebra consists of the extensions of the basic operators of the 
flat relational algebra (union, difference, Cartesian product, projection, selection and renaming), 
and on the other hand, it contains two new restructuring operations nest and unnest. The nest 
operation makes nested relations more nested, while the unnest operation has the opposite ffect, 
that it produces a less nested relation than its operand. In this section, we give the formal 
definitions of the nested algebraic operations. Before doing that we first introduce the notion of 
extended permutation which will be used for renaming purposes in the sequel. 
DEFINITION 2.2.1. Extended permutation on U. 
Let ~ be a permutation on U (~ : U ---, U bijection). We extend ~ to So, lg, T and I as follows. 
(1) ~(0) = 0. 
(2) I [{Xl , . . .  ,X~} e S, the~ ~({Xl,. . .  ,X,}) = (~(Xi), . . .  ,~(X,)}. 
(3) If(A,X) • bl, then ~(<A,X>) =<~(A),~(X)>. 
(4) If X • S and r • Tx, then ~(r) • T~(x) and VY • X N/gA : ~(T)(~(Y)) = T(Y) and 
VY • X nuo: ~o(v)(~o(Y)) = ~o(v(Y)). 
(5) I f  X • S and w • Ix ,  then ~(w) • I~(x) and ~(w) = {~(r) I t • w}. 
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DEFINITION 2.2.2. The basic operators of the nested relational algebra. 
(1) Union (U). Let (~'~,~21) and (a, oJ2) be relations. Then (a, Wl) LJ (~-~,w2) = (~'~,o)1 L.Jw2). 
(2) Difference (-) .  Let (f~,wl) and (fl, w2) be relations. Then (~,wx)-(~,w2) = (f~,wl-w2). 
(3) Cartesian Product (x ). Let (fh, wl) and (f~2, w2) be relations with distinct attribute names 
in their schemes; that is, names_in(fll) N names_in(f~2) = 0. Then (~1,w1) x (~22,w2) = 
(fY, w'), wherefY--~ ~-~i [.J ~2 and w' = {zETa,  [r[n, 6021 A Yla 2 6 ¢d2}. 
(4) Projection (~). Let (f~, w) be a relation and 0 # ~' C_ e. Then ~rn, (C/, w) = (fY, w'), where 
={Tla, e 
(5) Renaming (~). Let (~, w) be a relation and ~ an extended permutation on U. Then 
0r (a ,  = 
(6) Selection (g). Let (f~, o J) be a relation and let F be a search condition on (f~, w). Then 
gF(~,w) = (f~,w') where w' = {z • w [ F(r)}. F(T) denotes that the tuple z satisfies the 
search condition F. The possible search conditions are defined as follows: 
(a) The following atomic conditions are search conditions. 
(i) XOY, XOv, vOX, where X, Y • f~ N 1AA, v • V and 0 • {=, #, <, <_, >, _>}. 
(ii) XOY, XOv, vOX, where X, Y • f~ N IAc with compatible schemes, v • Isch(X) 
and O • {=, #}. 
The comparison operators have their usual meaning. 
(b) I f  F1 and F2 are search conditions, then F1AF2, F1VF2, and-~F1 are search conditions. 
The interpretation of the logical operators is as usual. 
(c) I f  F is a search condition, then (F) is a search condition. Using parentheses does not 
change the meaning of F. 
(d) There are no more search conditions. 
(7) Nest (v). Let (f~,w) be a relation, @ # X C_ f~ and Y • U - names_in(f~). Then 
ux:y(a,w) = (fY, w') where fY= ( f l -X )  U {(Y,X>}, and if fl = X,  then w' = (w}; 
if f~ # X,  then w' = {z • Tn, I 3T' • W : TIn_X = T'In-x AT(Y) = {T"Ix ] T" • 
02 A Tlf~- x T It ~ = n-x .  
(8) Unnest (Iz). Let (f~, w) be a relation and X • ~ f7 Lie a composite attribute. Then 
#x(f~,w) = (~',w') where fY = (~-  {X})U sch(X) and w' = {T E Tn, [ 3r' • w : 
rla-{x} = rIln-{x} ^  rl,ch(x) • rI(X)}. 
The operations of the algebra can be applied to one or two relations, and the result is always 
a relation. Therefore, we can build arbitrary algebraic expressions by sequentially applying the 
operations. 
DEFINITION 2.2.3. Nested relational algebraic expressions (NAE). 
(1) A constant nested relation R = (fl, w) is a nested relational algebraic expression. 
(2) The applications of the operations (1)-(8) to nested relational algebraic expressions also 
result in nested relational algebra/c expressions. 
(3) There are no more nested relational algebraic expressions. 
EXAMPLE 2.2.1. Let us take the nested table from Figure 1. We give some example queries in 
terms of nested relational algebraic expressions. 
(a) Get all fathers who speak German. A nested algebraic expression (NAE) for this query 
is: 7r F N ( O'F L=German (I~ F s (  SL  ) ) ) . 
(b) For all pairs (father, child) speaking a common language, give their names and all the 
languages they both speak. Let FCL be the name of the (composite) attribute containing 
the commonly spoken languages: 
Ir FN,CN,FCL (VFL:FCL (CrFL=CL (lAGS (]ACH (]AFs( SL) ) ) ) ) ) " 
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It is important o note that the defined algebraic operations (except renaming) can involve 
attributes only at the highest level of the scheme. Queries on lower levels can be expressed only 
by first unnesting the attributes to the highest level, performing the query, and nesting back 
to the original structure. However, nest and unnest are not inverse operations; only a nest can 
always be undone by an appropriate unnest; that is, ]~y(l/X:y(~'~,O3)) = (~"~,CO) holds. 
There are two reasons why an unnest cannot always be undone by a nest. The first is that if 
a tuple has an empty relation as its value on the composite attribute being unnested, then by 
definition that tuple will be lost during unnest, and therefore cannot be obtained back by any 
nest. The other reason is that if we have more than one tuple that agree on all the attributes 
not being unnested, then the corresponding re-nest will not give back those individual tuples. 
Instead, it will produce such a single tuple that the value of that tuple on the unnested attribute 
(a relation) will be the union of all the subrelations of the original individual tuples on the 
unnested attribute. 
The first problem can be solved by introducing and correctly handling null values (e.g., [6,14]). 
The latter problem can be overcome by uniquely tagging the tuples before unnesting. One 
possibility is that the tag for a tuple is the tuple itself. We do not give the precise definition of 
such a tagging operation, see, e.g., [4], but we note that this operation can be expressed by the 
basic algebraic operations; that is, it does not require the augmentation of our algebra. 
There are some other useful operations on relations (e.g., intersection, quotient, natural join) 
that can be expressed in nested relational algebra in terms of the basic operations (1)-(8). Now, 
we define an additional operation copying that we will use in an algorithm in Section 4.2. Infor- 
mally, the copy operation duplicates a column of a relation. 
DEFINITION 2.2.4. Copying (~). Let (f~,w) be a relation, X E fl, and let 90 be an extended 
permutation on U such that names_in(f~) N names_in(~o(X)) = 0. Then ~z,~(~,w) = (f2',w'), 
where f~' = f~ U {qo(X)} and w' = {r' E Tn, I 3T e w: r'ln = rl~ A = r (X)} .  
The copy operation can be expressed in nested relational algebra as follows: 
~B,~(~,w) = ~u{~(B)}  (a~=~(~)((~,~) x ~(~) (~ (n,w))) ) .  
2.3. Nested  Tup le  Re lat iona l  Calculus 
A logic-based query language for nested relations is the nested tuple relational calculus (NTRC) 
discussed in this section. Our approach is similar to the one used in [10,12]. In NTRC, queries are 
defined with formulas of first order logic built from constants, tuple variables, atomic formulas, 
logical operators, and quantifiers. Variables occurring in formulas may have free and bound 
occurrences. A tuple variable is said to be a free variable of a formula if it has at least one free 
occurrence in the formula. 
DEFINITION 2.3.1. An atomic formula F is one of the following: 
(1) F =- r E R, where r is a tuple variable and R is a relation identifier. This specifies that 
r is a tuple in relation R. The occurrence of tuple variable r is defined to be free. 
(2) F _= r E TI(X), where T ,T  1 are tuple variables, and X E b/c is a composite attribute. 
This specifies that r is a tuple in the relation being the value of the composite attribute X 
in rl. The occurrences of tuple variables r and rl are free. 
(3) 
(a) F =- TI(X)Or2(Y), or rl(X)Ov, or vOrl(X), where X ,Y  E lgA are atomic attributes, 
v E V is a constant atomic value, and 0 E {=, 5,  <, <-, >, >-}. 
(b) F =-- TI(X)ST2(Y), or TI(X)Sv, or VSTI(X), where X, Y E b/c are composite attributes 
with compatible schemes, v E Isca(x) and 8 E {=, ~t}. 
The occurrences of tuple variables rl and r2 are free. The interpretation of the comparison 
operators is as usual. 
C/IRAA 30-12-£ 
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(4) F ~ T(X)  = {TI[A] I FI(T1,T2,' ' ' ,Tm)}, where X e L/c, A e $ a scheme, sch(A) is 
compatible with A, and F1 is a formula (defined be10w) with distinguished free tuple 
variable T1 and additional free tuple variables T2, . . . , w,~, m >_ 1. Variables r2 , . . . ,  Tm are 
so-called global variables. 
This specifies that the value of the composite attribute X in tuple T iS the set of 
tuples T1 such that F1 holds. If  no tuple satisfies F1, then this specifies that the composite 
attribute X has empty relation as its value. 
The formula F contains a nested query {~'1 [A] I FI(T1, T2, . . . ,  Tin)}. Although the nested 
query contains a formula F1, we consider the formula F to be an atomic formula, since 
this is the only way to naturally define nested values. Nested queries are allowed only in 
a subformula of a conjunction chain. 
The tuple variable T is free in F. The formula F bounds all free occurrences of the 
distinguished tuple variable T1, while the occurrences of the other tuple variables remain 
unchanged. Global variables are only syntactically free variables in formula F1, but in 
reality they are bounded in a subformula of the conjunction chain, which precedes the 
subformula containing the nested query. In the egMuation of the nested query, we evaluate 
formula F1 considering lobal variables as "uninterpreted" constants. The nested query is 
evaluated for each substitution of the global variables, and T(X) is equal to the result of 
such an evaluation. 
DEFINITION 2.3.2. Formulas of NTRC are defined as follows. 
(1) Atomic formulas are formulas. 
(2) I f  F1 and F2 are formulas, then =F1, F1 A F2, and F1 V F2 are formulas. The logical 
operators are interpreted in the usual way, and they do not change the free and bound 
occurrences of the tuple variables. 
(3) I f  F is a formula with free tuple variable % then (VT[A])F and (3r[)q)F are formulas, 
where A E $ is a scheme, the scheme of tuple variable 7. The quantifiers have their usual 
meaning, and they make all free occurrences of T in F bound. 
(4) I f  F is a formula, then (F) is a formula, and its meaning is the same as that of F. Pree 
and bound occurrences of variables are not changed. 
DEFINITION 2.3.3. A query in the nested calculus has the form 
I 
where T is a tuple variable, and ~ is a scheme, called the scheme of ~-. F is a formula with free 
variable -r. This expression defines a relation. The scheme of the defined relation is A and it 
contains those tuples T for which F(T) is true. 
Ullman [2] points out that the fiat tuple relational calculus allows us to define infinite relations. 
See, e.g., the query {T I -,(T E R)), which defines a relation of all tuples that are not in R. To 
avoid such queries, the notion of safe formulas has been introduced. In order to guarantee that 
in the nested calculus the result of a query is computable in finite time, the notion of safety must 
be extended. Our definition of safety is different from other approaches (e.g., [10,12]) and is more 
restrictive than it would need to be. The way we define safe formulas leads to a class which 
is equivalent in expressive power to nested relational algebra and nonrecursive nested Datalog 
(discussed later). The main goal of this paper is to show this. 
DEFINITION 2.3.4. Safe NTRC formulas are defined as follows. 
(1) V quantifier is not used. This constraint does not affect the expressiveness of the language, 
because (VT[)q)F is logically equivalent to -~(3~-[)q)--,F. By applying this transformation, 
we can eliminate all universal quantifiers. 
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(2) I f  an V operator is used to connect wo safe formulas F1 and F2, say F1 V F2, then both 
F1 and F2 have one and the same free tuple variable. 
(3) Consider any maximal subformula consisting of the conjunction of one or more formulas 
F1 A . • • A Fro. Then a11 components of tuple variables appearing freely in any of these Fi 's 
must be limited in the following sense. 
(a) I f  Fi is neither negated, nor (2)-(4) atomic formula, and has free tuple variable 7-, 
then all components of T are limited. 
(b) I f  F~ has the form T(X) = V or v = 7-(X) where v is constant, then T(X) is limited. 
(c) I f  Fi has the form TI(X) ---- 7-2(Y) or T2(Y) = TI(X) and T2(Y) is limited, then 7-1(X) 
is limited. 
(d) I f  Fi has the form 7- E 7-1(X) and 7-1(X) is limited, then all the components of tuple 
variable 7- axe limited. 
(e) If  Fi has the form 7-(X) -- {TI[) q I FI(TI,T2,''" ,Tm)}, where X • UC, sch(X) is 
compatible with A and F1 is a formula with distinguished free tuple variable 7-1, and 
the global variables 7-2,- •., 7-,~ are limited variables in the maxima/conjunction chain, 
then 7-(X) is limited. 
Ira component of any of the variables 7-2,..., Tm is only limited by a nested query, 
then this nested query should precede our formula Fi, and in these precedences we 
do not allow cycles. 
(f) I f  the subformula is a part of a nested query and T(X) is limited in the maxima/ 
conjunction chain that contains that nested query, then T(X) is limited. 
(4) A ~ operator may only apply to a subformula which is in conjunction with a formula of 
the type discussed in rule (3). 
EXAMPLE 2.3.1. Let us consider the queries of Example 2.2.1(a),(b). The nested relational 
calculus expressions for these queries are as follows. 
(a) {T[FN] ] 37-1[FN, FS(FL) ,  CH(CN,  CS(CL))] 37-s[FL](7-1 • SL A 7-(FN) = 7-1(Fg) A 
7-2 • T,(FS) A T2(FL) = German)}; 
(b) {7-[FN, CN, FCL(FL)] I 37-1[FN, FS(FL) ,  CH(CN,  CS(CL))] 37-2[FL] 37-3[CN,CS(CL)] 
37-4[CL](7-1 • SL A 7-(FN) = T, (FN)  A 7-2 TI(FS) A  I(CH) A  (CN) = 7-3(CN) A 
7-4 E 7-3(CS) A 7-4(CL) = 7-2(FL) A 7-(FCL) = {T5[FL] 17-5(FL) = T2(FL)}}. 
2.4. Converting Algebraic Expressions to Safe Calculus 
In this section, we show that all nested relational algebraic expressions can be expressed in 
safe-nested relational calculus (see also [10,11]). We will prove in Sections 4 and 5 that the 
expressive power of Nested Datalog is equivalent o that of nested relational algebra and safe- 
nested relational calculus as well. 
THEOREM 2.4.1. If  NAE ( R1, . . . , Rn) is a nested relational algebra expression defining a relation 
with scheme ~, then there is a nested tuple relational expression {T[f~] [ F(T)} defining the same 
relation, where F contains relations R1,.. •, Rn. 
PROOF. The proof is done by induction on the number of operators in NAE. Let us first consider 
the trivial case when the algebraic expression is simply the relation R. Then the corresponding 
calculus expression is {7-[X1,... ,Xk] [7- E R}, where X1,. . .  ,Xk are the attributes occurring in 
the scheme of R. Let NAE1 and NAE2 be expressions of the nested algebra defining relations 
with schemes ~1 and f~2, respectively. Then by the inductive hypothesis there are equivalent 
safe-nested tuple relational calculus expressions {7-1 [~1][ FI (7"1)} and {7-2[f~2] [ F2(7-2)} for NAEI  
and NAE2, respectively. 
(1) Union: NAE = NAE1UNAE2. We may assume that both NAE1 and NAE2 define relations 
with the same scheme 121 = ~2 = {X1,. . . ,  Xk} and the corresponding formulas F1 and F2 have 
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the same free tuple variable r. Then NAE is reduced to the nested calculus expression: 
{r IX1,... ,Xk] I (Ft(r) V F2(r))}. 
(2) Difference: NAE = NAEt  - NAE2. For difference, the same assumptions can be made as 
for union. Then the nested calculus expression for NAE is 
Ix1,.. .  I A 
(3) Cartesian Product: NAE = NAEt  x NAE2. Let us suppose that fll = {X1,... ,Xk} and 
f~2 = {Y1,-.. ,Yn}, k,n > 1. We may assume that the X's and the Y's have no attribute names 
in common. Then the nested calculus expression equivalent to NAE is 
xk, Y,] I 
A (3T 1 IX1,...,Xk] (El (T1) A ~" (X1) -- T 1 (Xl) A""  A T(Xk)  : T1 (Xk))) 
A (3V2 [Y1,... ,Y,] (F2 (r2) A r (]I1) = 7"2 (Yl) A.- .  A ~- (Yn) -- r (Yn))) }- 
(4) Projection: NAE = rx,1 ..... x, .~(NAEI) and {Xi l , . . . ,X i=} C ~1 = {X1, . . . ,Xk} .  Then 
NAE is reduced to the nested calculus expression 
{T[XQ,. . .  ,Xi,~] I3T1 [Xl,... ,Xk] (El (T1) A T(XQ) = T1 (Xil) A . . .  A T(Xi,n) = T1 (Xi,~))}. 
(5) Renaming: NAE = Q~(NAE1) with ~ extended permutation on U. Provided that ~1 = 
{X1,. . . ,  Xk}, the equivalent nested calculus expression is
{T [~ (X1),... ,~ (Xk)] [ ~T1 [Xl,...,Xk] (El(T1) 
/~ r(~o(Xl)) = ~o(rl(X,)) A ... /~ r(~o(Xk)) = v(rl(Xk))}. 
(6) Selection: NAE = aF(NAE1). Let us suppose that f~l = {X1,...  ,Xk}. We may assume 
that F is an atomic search condition (see [2]). If F has the form XiOXj, where Xi ,X j  are 
attributes, then we have the reduced calculus expression 
{r [X l , . . .  ,Xk] t (Fl(r)/X r (X i )  Or (X j ) )} .  
If F has the form XiOv, where Xi is an attribute and v is a constant value, then we have the 
reduced calculus expression 
{r[X1, . . . ,Xk]  l (F,(r)  ^  T(Xi )  Or)}. 
(7) Nest: NAE = v~,~ ..... y,,:y(NAE1), where the scheme for NAE1 is ~1 = {XI , . . . ,Xk ,  
II1 . . . . .  Y~}, k >_ 0, n _> 1. Then the nested calculus expression for NAE is 
{ T [X1,... , Xk, Y (Y1,.-., Yn)] I 3rl IX1,.. . ,  Xk, Y1, . . . ,  (& ) 
/x r (X1) = rl (X1) A. . . /x  r (Xk) = rl (Xk) 
A r (Y )  = {r2 [YI,... ,Y,~] I r2 (Y1) = rl (II1) A-. .  A r2 (Y~) = rl (Y,)})}. 
Note that there is a nested query in the formula of the above calculus expression, and that nested 
query contains a global variable rl. 
(8) Unnest: NAE = #y(NAE3),  where the scheme for NAE1 is f~l = {X1, . . . ,Xk,Y},  k >_ 0, 
Y E/Ac and sch(Y) = {Y1,. . . ,  Yn}. Then NAE is reduced to the nested calculus expression: 
{r  [X1,. • •, Xk, Y1, . . . ,  Yn] ] 3rl [X~ . . . .  , X~, Y]~r~ [Y1, • • •, Yn] (Fl(r~) 
A "r(X1) = r'I(X1) A..-  A r(X~) = "rl(Xk) A "1"2 G rl(Y) 
A r(Y~) = r~(Y,) A . . .  A r (Y , )  = r2(Y,))}. 
Notice, that all the NTRC expressions occurring in the proof are safe. 
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3. TERMINOLOGY OF NESTED DATALOG 
Datalog is a nonprocedural query language that is based on first-order logic. The underlying 
data model for Datalog is essentially the relational model. A Datalog program consists of a set of 
Datalog rules, and the rules define relations. In this section, we show how Datalog rules can be 
extended to nested relations. We will see that some new notions are needed to be introduced to 
be able to work with nested structures, e.g., subprograms, global and local predicates, variable 
predicates, etc. The evaluation of nested Datalog programs will be discussed in Section 4. 
3.1. Constants ,  Var iables,  and Pred icate  Symbols  
In this section, we introduce the basic notions. Datalog programs are built from atomic formu- 
las. Atomic formulas are predicate symbols with a list of arguments. Predicate symbols denote 
relations, and their arguments correspond to the attributes of the relations. Although by our 
definition of nested relations the order of attributes in a scheme is not relevant, during the dis- 
cussion of nested Datalog we consider schemes having a fixed order of attributes. An argument 
can be either a variable or a constant. (Datalog does not allow function symbols in arguments.) 
We will use names with lowercase letters for constants and predicate symbols, and names with 
uppercase letters will denote variables. 
Constants and variables have types. First we define what the term type means. Remember 
the definition of compatible schemes from Section 2.1, and let AI ~ As denote that AI and As 
are compatible schemes. Using Lemma 3.1.1 it can be shown that ~ is an equivalence relation. 
Types will be defined as equivalence classes. The reason for this is that we only want to consider 
structures without paying attention to attribute names. 
LEMMA 3.1.1. Let )~I and )~2 be schemes. AI and As are compatible schemes ()~i ~'~ "~2) if and 
only if there is an extended permutation ~o on U such that AI -- ~o(A2). 
PROPOSITION 3.1.1. The relation ~ is an equivalence r lation. 
The equivalence lass defined by the scheme A will be denoted by A. The set of types is defined 
as the set of scheme classes. 
DEFINITION 3.1.1. Types of constants. Let e E ~) be a constant. 
(1) If c is atomic (c E V), then the type of c is ~. This type is called the atomic type. 
(2) If c is composite (c E V), then the type of c is A, where A E S is the unique scheme for 
which c E I~. These kinds of types are called composite types. 
Variables correspond to attributes. Variables also have types which are determined by the rules 
of nested Datalog programs. The way the types of variables are obtained is defined later in this 
section. 
We will have three categories of predicate symbols, and according to this we will have three 
categories of atomic formulas. Ordinary and built-in predicate symbols are already known from 
Datalog. In addition to these, in nested Datalog, the notion of variable predicate symbols is 
introduced to play the role of composite attributes. 
DEFINITION 3.1.2. The predicate symbols. 
(1) Ordinary predicate symbols represent finite relations. An ordinary predicate symbol can 
either be an extensional database (EDB) predicate symbol, whose relation is stored in the 
database, or an intensional database (IDB) predicate symbol, which is defined by logical 
rules. 
As we will see later in Section 3.2, in nested Datalog where rules may have subpro- 
grams, we distinguish between so-called global and local IDB predicate symbols. Global 
IDB predicate symbols are defined by the rules, and local IDB predicates are defined 
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by subprograms of a rule. The global IDB predicates can be used in the whole Datalog 
program, but the local IDB predicates can be used only in the rule where they are defined. 
(2) The built-in predicate symbols are the arithmetical comparison operators, the same as can 
be used in selection. If the arguments have the atomic type, then the allowed operators are 
=, 5, <, <-, > and >_. Otherwise, if the types of the arguments are compatible composite 
types, then we allow only = and 5. 
Atomic formulas with built-in predicates will be written in the usual infix notation, 
e.g., X < Y instead of < (X, Y). Built-in predicates do not necessarily represent finite 
relations. We will therefore require that whenever a rule uses an atomic formula with a 
built-in predicate, any variable in that formula must be limited or strongly limited. The 
details will be given in Section 3.4, where we discuss afe rules. Built-in atomic formulas 
can be interpreted as selections on a relation or on join of relations. 
(3) The variable predicate symbols have the form pred.X, where X is said to be the nested 
variable of pred.X. Variable predicate symbols are used to reference tuples of the values of 
their nested variables. Intuitively, a variable predicate symbol denotes relations occurring 
in tuples as composite values of the attribute that corresponds to its nested variable. 
Variable predicates occurring in the body of a rule can be interpreted as unnest. Variable 
predicates of this kind are considered to be EDB predicates. When a variable predicate 
is the head of a rule in a subprogram, it can be interpreted as a nest. These variable 
predicates are considered to be local IDB predicates. 
EXAMPLE 3.1.1. Let r be a nested Datalog rule: 
q(X, Z) :  -p(X,  Y) & pred.V(Z, U, V) & X <_ U. 
In this rule, p and q are ordinary predicate symbols, _< is a built-in predicate symbol, and pred.Y 
is a variable predicate symbol. 
DEFINITION 3.1.3. Types of variables are defined as follows. 
(1) When X occurs as an argument in an ordinary or a variable atomic formula, the type of X 
is the type of the component (a constant) corresponding to X in any tuple of the relation 
denoted by the predicate symbol. 
(2) If X is equated to a variable Y whose type is known, or to a constant c by a built-in 
atomic formula, then the type of X is the type of Y or c, respectively. 
(3) The type of a variable X being the nested variable of a variable atomic formula is a 
composite type built from the types of the arguments in the following way. Let us suppose 
that the arguments are X1 , . . . ,  Xn and the corresponding types are A1,.. . ,  An. Then let 
A be the following scheme: A = {(Xl ,Ax) , . . . ,  (Xn, An)}. (Ai denotes a representative 
from Ai.) Then the type of variable X is A. 
We note that this definition does not guarantee that a variable has a unique type in a rule, 
e.g., in the rule of Example 3.1.1 the variable Y has one type in p(X, Y) (according to (1)) and 
one in pred.Y(Z, U, V) (according to (3)), not necessarily the same. However, it is obvious that 
uniqueness of variable types is desirable. The notion of sound rules introduced in Section 3.4 will 
include this condition. It will also solve the ambiguity problem of (2). 
3.2. Syntax  of  Ru les  
We would like to define nested rules in such a way that fiat rules are obtained as special cases. 
We define the rule syntax, using extended BNF terminology. We note that this definition is not 
the most concise one, but it simplifies the semantical discussion. It is also true that the syntax 
described below is too general and allows rules that are not desirable. Some restrictions will be 
applied in sound rules. 
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DEFINITION 3.2.1.  
(rule) ::---- (main rule with body) {&:(subprog)}; 
I( main rule without body )( subprog ) {&(subprog)}; 
(main rule with body) ::---- (head) :- (body) 
(main rule without body) ::---- (head) :- 
(head) ::= ordinary atomic formula 
(subprog) ::= (subrule) { (subrule) } 
(subrule) ::= (subrule main rule with body) {&(subprog)}; 
[(subrule main rule without body) 
(subprog) {&(subprog) };
(subrule main rule with body) ::= (subhead) : (body) 
(subrule main rule without body) ::= (subhead) :- 
(subhead) ::= ordinary atomic formula ]variable atomic formula 
(body) ::= (subgoal) {& (subgoal) } 
(subgoal) ::= ordinary atomic formula 
I variable atomic formula 
I built-in atomic formula 
I-~ ordinary atomic formula 
I-~ variable atomic formula 
A subgoal which has a variable predicate symbol is said to be a variable subgoal. The nested 
variable of a variable subgoal is the nested variable of the predicate symbol of the subgoal. Also, 
if the head of a subrule is a variable atomic formula, then the nested variable of the head is the 
nested variable of the predicate symbol of the head. When it does not cause a misunderstanding, 
we will simply write "head" instead of "subhead" of a subrule, and we will write "main rule" 
instead of "main rule with body" or "main rule without body" or "subrule main rule with body" 
or "subrule main rule without body." Also, the terms "the head of a (sub)rule," "the body of a 
(sub)rule" and "a subgoal of a (sub)rule" mean the head, body, and a subgoal of the main rule 
of the given (sub)rule. 
A nested Datalog program is a set of nested Datalog rules. The EDB predicates of a nested 
Datalog program are exactly those non-built-in predicates which occur only in the bodies of rules, 
and never in the head of a rule. The global IDB predicates of a nested Datalog program are the 
ordinary predicates occurring in the heads of rules. In a rule (subrule) r, the local IDB predicates 
are the non-built-in predicates occurring in heads of subrules in any subprogram of r. 
The rule syntax is illustrated in some examples. 
EXAMPLE 3.2.1. 
(a) Let r be the rule 
q(CN) : -p(FN, FS, CH) & pred.CH(CN, CS) & pred.CS(Hungarian); 
The rule r consists only of the main rule, and the semicolon matching the end of r. 
(b) Let r be the rule 
q(X, Z, T) : -p(X, Y) & pred.Y(Z) & pl(U, V) & Pl (U, V) : -p2(U, Y); 
pl(U, V) : -p3(X, U1) & pred.Ul(U, V); & 
pred.T(V,S) : -p4(Z, W) & pred.W(V) & pred.S(U2) : -pl(U2, V); ; ; 
The main rule of r is 
q(X, Z,T) : -p(X, Y) & pred.Y(Z) & px(U, V); 
and the rule has two subprograms. The first subprogram defines the relation correspond- 
ing to pl(U, V). The second subprogram eans to give nonatomic value to the nested 
variable T. 
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The first subprogram has two subrules, neither of which has any subprograms: 
pl(U, V): -p2(X, U, V); 
pl(U, V) : -p3(X, gl) a pred.Vl(U, V); & 
The second subprogram has only one subrule, whose main rule is 
pred.T(V, S): -p4(Z,  W) & pred.W(Y) & 
and the subrule has one subprogram, whose only subrule is 
pred.S(U2) : -pl(U2, V);;; 
We will deal with the semantics of these rules in Section 4, in the evaluation onrecursive 
Datalog rules. 
3.3. Tree Representation of Rules 
A nested Datalog rule can be represented by a tree. In this section, we define how tree 
representations can be obtained. Other important issues, e.g., safety, precedence graph, recursion, 
etc. will be discussed in terms of our tree representation. 
DEFINITION 3.3.1. Tree representation ofnested Datalog rules. Let r be a rule. The associated 
tree t has the following two kinds of nodes: 
(1) Rule nodes represented by rectangles. These nodes represent main rules of subrules. Sub- 
trees rooted at rule nodes represent entire subrules. The root oft is a rule node representing 
the main rule of r. 
(2) Program nodes represented by ellipses. These nodes correspond to subprograms. Subtrees 
rooted at program nodes represent entire subprograms. 
Each node of t is labeled with a sequence of integers. The root of t is labeled with O, and it 
represents the main rule of r. If r has k subprograms, then the root oft will have k children nodes 
each being a program node, hence corresponding to a subprogram. The labels of these program 
nodes are 1,. . . ,  k. The node labeled with i corresponds to the ith subprogram. Furthermore, if
the ith subprogram S of r has m subrules, then the program node with/abe/ i  has m children 
with labeLs i.1,... ,  i.m, and each of them is a rule node representing the main rule of a subrule 
of S. The rest of the nodes and their hbeLs are obtained similarly. The head and the body of a 
rule node are defined as the head and the body of the main rule it represents, respectively. 
EXAMPLE 3.3.1. Let r be the rule below. 
q(X, Z, U, T) : -p (X ,  Y) & pred.Y(Z) & pl(V, V) & pl(U, V): -p2(X,  U, V); 
pl(U, V) : -p3(U, V); & 
pred.T(V, S) : -p4(Z, V) & p5(X t, U', V t) & pred.S(W) : -p l (W, V); 
ps(X', U', V'): -q(Z ' ,  Z', U', T') & V' = 5;;; 
The tree representation f rule r is shown in Figure 2. Only the labels of nodes are given; the 
heads and bodies of rule nodes can easily be derived from the rule r. 
3.4. Sound, Consistent and Safe Rules 
As we mentioned earlier, the syntax definition of nested Datalog rules allows us to write 
undesirable nested Datalog programs. For instance, it does not guarantee that the used local 
IDB predicates are always defined. Another problem is that infinite relations can be defined by 
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Figure 2. The tree representation f a nested Datalog rule. 
nested Datalog programs. To ensure that we can only have "good" rules, we introduce some 
restrictions on rules. We define the notions of sound and safe rules, and consistency. 
DEFINITION 3.4.1. A rule r represented by a tree t is said to be sound if  the following conditions 
are satisfied. 
(1) No variable has two different ypes in each node oft .  Note that by definition, the type of 
a variable may differ in different atomic formulas. This condition is introduced to avoid 
such cases. 
(2) The predicate symbol of a non-built-in subgoal of a rule node n of t has to be one of the 
following (this is to restrict what non-built-in predicates may occur in bodies of (sub)rules): 
(a) The predicate symbol denoting an EDB or a global IDB relation. Note that also a 
variable predicate may be an EDB predicate. 
(b) The predicate symbol of the head of a grandchild of n. This says that if  a local IDB 
predicate is defined in a subprogram of a (sub)rule, then that local IDB predicate 
may be used in the body of that (sub)rule. 
(c) The predicate symbol of the head of an ancestor ule node (this usually causes recur- 
sion) or a grandchild of an ancestor ule node of n. This says that a defined local IDB 
predicate can be used in the subprogram where it is defined or in sibling subprograms. 
(3) The predicate symbol of the head of a rule node n oft  cannot be any of the following (this 
is to restrict what predicates may occur in heads of subrules of subprograms): 
(a) The predicate symbol of the head of an ancestor or a sibling of an ancestor of n. This 
prescribes that once a local IDB predicate has been defined, then it is not allowed to 
redefine it on lower level 
(b) The head of a rule node nl such that the parents of n and nl are siblings. By this 
we require local IDB predicates to be defined within a single subprogram. However, 
note that in one subprogram more than one local IDB predicate may be defined. 
(4) I f  X is the nested variable of the head of a rule node n of t, then argument X can only 
occur in the head of the rule node which is the grandfather of n. This says that the nested 
variable of a variable head of a subrule rx can be an argument only in the head of the 
(sub)rule which contains rl in one of its subprograms. 
In the sequel we assume that nested Datalog programs contain only sound rules. This implies 
that variables occurring in rules have unique type. 
DEFINITION 3.4.2. Two rules (subrules) of a nested Datalog program (subprogram) which have 
the same predicate symbol in their heads are said to be incompatible if two corresponding argu- 
ments of the heads have different ypes. 
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DEFINITION 3.4.3. A nested Datalog program (subprogram) is said to be consistent if it does not 
contain two incompatible rules (subrules). A rule (subrule) represented by a tree (subtree) t is 
said to be consistent if t does not contain a subtree which represents an inconsistent subprogram. 
To guarantee that nested Datalog programs can be evaluated in finite time, we allow only safe 
rules (see [2]) which will be defined in terms of limited variables. We distinguish between two types 
of limited variables referred to as strongly limited variables and limited variables, respectively. 
Strongly limited variables are global in the sense that if X is a strongly limited variable in node n, 
then X is strongly limited in any descendant node of n, and X has the same type and the same 
value in those nodes as in n. 
DEFINITION 3.4.4. Strongly limited and limited variables. 
(1) I f  X is an argument of a nonnegated ordinary subgoal of a node n, then X is strongly 
limited in n, unless the predicate symbol of the subgoal occurs in the head of a grandchild 
of n, in which case X is limited in n. 
(2) I f  X is equated to a constant by a built-in subgoal of n, then X is strongly limited in n. 
(3) I ra built-in subgoal of n equates X to a variable which is limited (strongly limited) in n, 
then X is limited (strongly limited) in n. 
(4) I f  X is an argument of a nonnegated variable subgoal of n whose nested variable is limited 
(strongly limited) in n, then X is limited (strongly limited) in n. 
(5) I f  X is the nested variable of a variable head of a grandchild of n, then X is limited in n. 
(6) I f  X is strongly limited in an ancestor of n, then X is strongly limited in n. 
EXAMPLE 3.4.1. In the rule of Example 3.3.1 in node 0: X, Y are strongly limited and U, V are 
limited because of condition (1); Z is strongly limited because of condition (4); and T is limited 
because of condition (5). In node 2.1: X, Y, Z are strongly limited because of condition (6); 
V is strongly limited and X',  U', V' are limited because of condition (1); S is limited because of 
condition (5). 
DEFINITION 3.4.5. A rule r is safe if for every node n of the tree representing r, the following 
condition is true: if a variable occurs in n, then it is either limited or strongly limited in n. 
In a~tdition to the definition of safety, we introduce the following rule: if X is strongly limited 
in an ancestor nl of n2, and X has a type in nl, then X is given the same type in n2 (even 
if X does not occur in n2). With the addition of this rule, it can be seen that if r is a sound 
and safe rule, then every variable of every node n of the tree t representing r has a well-defined 
(unique) type in n. Notice that our claim would be false if we did not introduce the above rule. 
3.5. Precedence Graphs and Recursive Programs 
Obviously, the definition of nested Datalog rules and programs allows us to write a recursive 
program. We now define what recursion means in nested Datalog. Similar to the flat case, the 
notion of precedence graph will be used for this purpose. 
DEFINITION 3.5.1. Precedence graphs, Recursive rules and (sub)programs. 
(1) Subprogram Precedence Graph (SPG). Let r be a rule which is represented by a tree t, 
and let S be an arbitrary subprogram represented by a subtree tl of t. The precedence 
graph SPG(S) of subprogram S is defined as follows. The vertices of the graph SPG(S) 
are the following predicate symbols: 
(a) the IDB predicate symbols in the heads and bodies of the children (rule nodes) of the 
root (program node) oft1; 
(b) the predicate symbols of the heads of the children (rule nodes) of the siblings of the 
root (program node) of tl. 
The arcs of the graph SPG(S) are defined by the following rule. There is an arc from a 
vertex p to a vertex q if t has a rule node n such that q is the predicate symbol of the 
head of n, and p occurs in the body of any rule node of the subtree rooted at n. 
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The subprogram S is recursive ff the precedence graph of S contains at least one cycle. 
The rule r is recursive if t contains a subtree which represents a recursive subprogram. 
(2) Program Precedence Graph (PPG). Let D be a nested Datalog program, that is, a set 
of nested Datalog rules. The precedence graph PPG(D) of the program D is defined as 
follows. The vertices are the ordinary predicate symbols of the heads of the roots in the 
trees representing the rules of the program (these are exactly the global IDB predicate 
symbols). 
There is an arc from a vertex p to a vertex q if p occurs in the body of any rule node of 
a tree for which q is the predicate symbol of the head of its root node. 
A nested Datalog program is recursive if the precedence graph of the program has at 
least one cycle, or if the program has a recursive rum 
EXAMPLE 3.5.1. The precedence graph of the subprogram S2.H of the rule in Example 3.3.1 is 
shown in Figure 3. 
q 
P5 ~ pred.S /I 
Pl 
Figure 3. The precedence graph of a nested Datalog subprogram. 
4. EVALUATION OF  NONRECURSIVE  
NESTED DATALOG PROGRAMS 
In this section, we discuss the semantics of nested Datalog programs by defining how they are 
evaluated. The rules of nested Datalog programs will be converted to nested relational algebra 
expressions. Our approach is a natural extension of the approach in [2] for the evaluation of 
classical Datalog. 
We deal only with nonrecursive consistent programs, and we assume that all the rules are sound 
and safe. Furthermore, we assume that the nested Datalog programs contain only rectified rules, 
and also the subrules of subprograms are rectified. The definition of rectified rules is analogous 
to the definition given in [2], and the same method can be applied to achieve that all rules and 
subrules occurring in a program are rectified. 
Let r be a rule represented by the tree t. We will define a relation B for the rule r expressed by 
a nested relational algebra expression. We calculate the relation B with scheme {X1,. . . ,  Xm} to 
have a tuple (al,... ,am) if and only if we substitute aj for Xj (1 <_ j _< m); then all the subgoals 
of the body and all the variable heads of the grandchildren of the root of t are satisfied. 
A tuple (a l , . . . ,  am) satisfies a subgoal means: 
(1) A tuple (a l , . . . ,am)  satisfies an ordinary subgoal p means that the subgoal becomes 
p(cl, . . . ,  ek) under this substitution, and (ct , . . .  ,c~) is a tuple in the relation P corre- 
sponding to p. 
(2) A tuple (al, . . . ,am) satisfies a built-in subgoal means that under this substitution the 
subgoal becomes bOc and the arithmetic relation bOc is true. 
(3) A tuple (a l , . . . ,  am) satisfies a variable subgoal pred.X(Y1,..., Yk) means that the sub- 
goal becomes pred.X(cl,..., Ck) and X becomes a relation b under this substitution, and 
(cl,... ,ck) is a tuple in b. 
A tuple (al , . . . ,  am) satisfies a variable head pred.X~ means that pred.Xi becomes a relation b 
under this substitution and ai = b. 
We distinguish between three categories of rules. First, the most simple case will be discussed 
when a rule does not have subprograms and the body of the rule does not contain variable 
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subgoals and negated subgoals. This corresponds to the fiat case discussed in [2]. The next case 
is when a rule may have negated and variable subgoals, but does not have subprograms. Finally, 
the evaluation of general rules will be discussed. In these three cases, we give the algorithms 
called EVAL-RULE, EVALIN-RULE and EVAL2-RULE for constructing a.n expression of nested 
relational algebra that computes the relation B for a rule body. Then we project the relation 
for each rule body onto the variables of the head and, for each predicate, take the union of the 
relations produced from each of its rules. 
Let p(XI , . . . ,  Xk) be an ordinary subgoal, and let R be a relation corresponding to p. Then 
p(X1,...,  Xk) denotes a relation defined as follows: 
(1) selecting for equality between a constant and the component or components in which that 
constant appears, and 
(2) selecting for equality between components hat have the same variable, and 
(3) projecting such that for each variable appearing among the arguments exactly one com- 
ponent is kept. 
This restricted relation obtained in this manner will be referred to as 
Restricted (p (X1 , . . .  , Xk ) , R )  . 
The same method can be applied for variable subgoals, but in those cases an unnest must first 
be performed to reach the components of subrelation. We will discuss this in more detail in the 
evaluation algorithm. 
First we will calculate the relations corresponding to the rule bodies (see Sections 4.1-4.3); then 
we easily get the relations corresponding to the global IDB predicates by the following method. 
Project the relation for each rule body onto the variables of the head and, for each global IDB 
predicate, take the union of the relations produced from each of its rules. 
4.1. Evaluating Classical Rules 
In this section, we compute the relation B for a flat rule body; namely, the given rule has no 
subprograms, and its body is negation-free and has no variable subgoals. Since the correspondence 
between attributes inR and variables i obvious, we will use the same symbols to denote attributes 
and the corresponding variables. 
Program EVAL-RULE; 
Input:  
r: the body of a nonrecursive, rectified nested Datalog rule, whose tree-representation t has 
the only node of the root (there is no subprograms in the rule), and all the subgoals of 
the body are either nonnegated ordinary subgoals or built-in subgoals; 
R1,. . . ,  Rn: relations, where for i := 1 . . . .  , n for each ordinary subgoal pi(X1,. . . ,  Xk,), there 
is a relation Ri already computed (we can assume this, because the input rule is nonre- 
cursive );
Output: 
B: a nested relation whose scheme is {X1,..., Xm} where X1,. . . ,  Xm are all the variables of 
the body; and tuples are all and only those tuples (al , . . . ,  am) such that if we substitute aj
for Xj(1 <_ j <: m), then all the subgoals of the body are made true; 
Algorithm: 
for pi(Xi l , . . . ,  Xik,) ordinary subgoal do 
Q~ := Restricted (p~ (Xil, . . . , Xik~ ), Ri) 
endfor; 
for variable X not in sch(Qi) for any i do 
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Y:= a variable to which X is equated through a sequence of one or more built-in 
subgoals, and Y is limited by being equated to a constant or by being an argument 
of an ordinary subgoal (from safety of r follows that there exists such a Y); 
if Y -- a is a subgoal then 
D(X) := {a} 
elseif  Y is an argument of an ordinary subgoal with relation is Q~ then 
D(X) :=  
endi f  
endfor;  
B :=~i  Q~ ~x D(X); 
if there are built-in subgoals XOY appearing in r then  
B := CrF(B), where F is the conjunction of the built-in subgoals 
endif .  
4.2. Evaluating Rules with Variable Subgoals 
In this subsection, first we will give algorithm EVAL1-RULE for a rule r which has no sub- 
programs, but there are one or more variable subgoals of the body. We introduced variable 
predicate symbols denoted by pred.X to refer to individual tuples of the relation-values of nested 
variable X. In nested relational algebra, we use the operation unnest #x  to achieve these tuples. 
In order to join the unnested tuples to the corresponding ones, we will duplicate the attribute 
being unnested by the copy operator gx,~. Since we required in the nested relational model that 
attribute names must be unique within a scheme, we use extended permutation ~ to change all 
the attribute names occurring in the scheme of X, even for X. Then we unnest by this new at- 
tribute ~(X), so the body-relation scheme contains these attributes with new names, and in that 
part of the rule which has not been processed yet, we will rewrite variable names corresponding 
to the same symbols which denote new named attributes. 
In this section, we will give algorithm EVAL1N-RULE in which negation is allowed in the body. 
P rogram EVAL1-RULE;  
Input :  
r: the body of a nonrecursive, negation-free, rectified nested Datalog rule, whose tree-repre- 
sentation t has the only node of the root (a nested rule without subprogram); 
R1,. • •, R~: nested relations, where for i := 1, . . . ,  n for each ordinary subgoal pi(Xil,..., Xik,) 
there is a relation Ri already computed (we can assume this, because the input rule is 
nonrecursive); 
Output: 
B: a nested relation whose scheme is {X1, . . . ,  Xm} where X1, . . . ,  Xm are all the variables of 
the body, and tuples are all and only those tuples (a l , . . . ,  am) such that if we substitute aj 
for Xj(1 <_ j <<_ m), then all the subgoals of the body are made true; 
A lgor i thm:  
r' := the truncated body of r such that only the ordinary subgoals and those built-in subgoals 
whose variables are arguments of ordinary subgoals are kept; 
B :=EVAL-RULE(r', R1, . . . ,  R~); 
whi le there are unprocessed subgoals of r do 
for variable subgoal pred.Xi(X~l,..., Xik,) with Xi • sch(B) do 
:--an extended permutation such that it changes exactly those attribute names 
which occur in the attribute corresponding to Xi; 
R := 
B := B ~ Restricted(pred.Xi ( il,..., Xik~), R); 
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Rewrite variables X~I,. • •, Xik, to ~(Xil), • .., ~(Xik,) in that part of the rule which 
has not been processed yet; 
endfor  
if there are built-in subgoals X~Y containing variables only from As and have not 
been evaluated then  
B := aF(B), where F is the conjunction of the built-in subgoals 
end i f  
endwhi le .  
The semantics of Restricted(pred.X~ ( I, • • •, Xik,), R) is analogous with the ordinary case, but 
here the number of arguments of the variable subgoal is not equal to the number of components 
of the associated relation. However, the arguments of the variable subgoal correspond to the 
components that have just gotten to the outermost level by the preceding unnest; therefore the 
method of the ordinary case can be applied in such a way that only this "subscheme" is considered. 
Then the relation RH corresponding to the predicate symbol of the head can be expressed in 
nested relational algebra projecting the components corresponding to the attributes of the head. 
We give an example which illustrates the construction of this algorithm. 
EXAMPLE 4.2.1. Let r be the rule of Example 3.2.1(a) 
q(CN) : -p(FN,  FS, CH) & pred.CH(CN, CS) & pred.CS(Hungarian); 
where the relation SL corresponding to p is the relation in Figure 1. Steps according to EVAL1- 
RULE: 
Bo := SL; and sch(Bo) := {FN, FS, CH}; 
B1 := Bo ~ #CHI(~CH,cpl (S0)); and sch(B1) := {FN, FS, CH, CN1, CS1}; 
B2 := B1 ~ 7rsch(B1)(O'cL12=Sungarian(~CSl2(KCSl,~2(B1)))); and sch(B2) := sch(B1); 
The scheme of B2 contains all the variables of the body, and the tuples of B2 satisfy all the 
subgoals of the body; therefore B = B2, and relation B can be seen in Figure 4. 
FN FS CH CN1 CS1 
FL CN CS CL1 
CL 
John German Jack German Jack German 
Latin Latin Latin 
Hungarian Hungarian 
James 
Jonathan Hungarian 
Spanish 
John German Jack German Jonathan Hungarian 
Latin Latin Spanish 
Hungarian 
James 
Jonathan Hungarian 
Spanish 
James Jimmy French Joseph Hungarian 
Russian 
Joseph Hungarian 
Figure 4. The nested relation B. 
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Finally we compute the relation RH for the head of the rule by projecting the relation B onto 
the components corresponding to the variables of the head q(CN) ,  so relation RH is: 
CN 
Jack 
Jonathan 
Joseph 
which gives all the sons who speak Hungarian. 
Now, we turn to discuss algorithm EVAL1N-RULE for rules with negation in their the body. 
The negated subgoals do not cause any problem, since our rules are nonrecursive. 
P rogram EVAL1N-RULE;  
Input :  
r: the body of a nonrecursive, rectified Nested Datalog rule, whose tree-representation t has 
the only node of the root (a nested rule with variable and negalt subgoals but without 
subprograms); 
R1, . . . ,  Rn, Q1, . . . ,  Qm: nested relations, where Ri's (i := 1, . . . ,  n) correspond to each pos- 
itive ordinary subgoal p i (X1 , . . . ,  Xk~), and Qj's (j := 1, . . . ,  m) correspond to each neg- 
ative ordinary subgoal q i (X1 , . . . ,Xk , )  (we can assume that these relations are already 
computed, since the input rule is nonrecursive); 
Output: 
B: a nested relation whose scheme is {X1, . . . ,  Xm} where X1, . . . ,  Xm are all the variables of 
the body, and tuples are all and only those tuples (al, • •., am) such that if we substitute aj 
for Xj(1 _< j < m), then all the positive subgoals of the body are made true and all the 
negative subgoals of the body are made false; 
A lgor i thm:  
r':= the truncated body of r such that only the positive subgoals are kept; 
r" := the modified body of r such that all the negated subgoals are considered positive; 
BI:=EVAL1-RULE(r',  R1, • • •, Rk); 
B2:=EVAL1-RULE(  r", R I , . .  . , Rk, Q1, . . . , Qm); 
B := B1 - B2 {Note, their scheme is compatible, since safety}. 
4.3. Evaluating Rules with Subprograms 
In this subsection, we will give algorithm EVAL2-RULE for a rule r, where r is a nonrecursive, 
negation-free, rectified nested Datalog rule, whose tree-representation t has more nodes beside 
the root, and there are subprograms of the rule r. We introduced subprograms of a rule to define 
a naturally nested value for composite attributes. In nested relational algebra, we express this 
by nest operation vxl  ..... xk:x. 
There are two kinds of methods to evaluate this kind of rule. Both of them are top-down 
methods, and begin with calculation of the relation B0 corresponding to the body of the main 
rule of the root. We use algorithm EVAL1N-RULE to get B0. Then we order the subtrees 
t l , .  • •, t,~ of representing subprograms of r. In a given subprogram ti, we construct the precedence 
graph of that subprogram, and we evaluate the subrules of the subprogram in the order of the 
precedence graph of that subprogram. Let t i .1,. . . ,  ti.k be the subtrees representing subrules of 
the subprogram ti. 
In the first kind of method for every ~- = (a l , . . . ,  am) in B0, we call the algorithm reeursively 
for the subrule represented by ti.j (j = 1, . . . ,  k) in such a way that for every X, in the scheme 
of B0, we replace X~ with as. This means that for every T ---- (a l , . . . ,am)  in B0, and every 
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j := 1,..., k, t~r.j is obtained from t~.# by replacing Xi with ai whenever Xi occurs in t~.#, for 
every Xi in the scheme of R0. Next, we compute the relation for the ti~#'s (notice that this is one 
place where we make use of the recursive nature of the definition of r). In computing the t ~ 's i.j , 
we treat pred.Xi, for every Xi in the scheme of B0, as if it were an ordinary predicate symbol 
denoting a relation, namely ai. 
So in the first kind of method, we called the algorithm recursively with fixed values for the 
global variables. The second method differs from this in order to get a corresponding nested 
relational algebra expression. We have to bring down the whole relation B0 in order to join 
the resulting tuples to the corresponding tuples of B0. To do this, we will add a new ordinary 
subgoal pB(A) to the bodies of ti.j, which brings down the values of global variables. Then we 
call the algorithm recursively for this modified subrule of ti.j (j = 1 , . . . ,  k). Obviously these two 
methods are equivalent. Here we detail only the second kind of method which gives the nested 
relational algebra expression for a rule. 
Program EVAL2-RULE; 
Input: 
r: the body of a nonrecursive, rectified nested Datalog rule, whose tree-representation  has 
more nodes (nested rule with subprograms); 
R1,. . . ,  Rn: relations, where for i := 1,... ,n for each EDB or global IDB ordinary subgoal 
p i (X1 , . . . ,  Xk~) of the body of the main rules of r there is a relation Ri already computed 
(we can assume this, because the input rule is nonrecursive); 
Output:  
B: a nested relation whose schemes contains a variable X if X is in the body of the root, or 
X is the nested variable of the variable subgoal of the head of a grandchild of the root, 
and have a tuple (a l , . . .  ,am) if and only if we substitute aj for Xj (1 _< j < m); then all 
the subgoals of the body and all the variable heads of the grandchildren of the root of t 
are satisfied; 
Algorithm: 
r ~ :=the truncated body of the main rule of r such that no subprograms and no subgoals 
whose predicate symbols occur in the head of a grandchild of the root are kept; also 
subgoals involving variables occurring in the described subgoals are omitted. 
B :=EVAL1N-RULE(r', R1,.. . ,  Rk); 
A := sch(B); 
PB (A) :=ordinary predicate whose corresponding relation is B; 
if there are subprograms of r then 
Order subprograms s l , . . . ,  sk of r; 
for subprogram si do 
Order subrules ri.1,..., ri.m 
for subrule ri.j DO 
Ah := {variables occurring in the head of ri.j } 
r ( i ' J ) :  - -  the body of the main rule of r,.j, and add a new ordinary subgoal pB(A) 
to the body; 
B(i ' J ) :=EVAL2-RULE(r  (~'j), B, R1, . . . , Rk); 
B(i.J) : -  7rAuAh(B(i-J)) 
endfor 
Hi:= {predicate symbols of the heads of ri.j's } 
B (i) :_~ (.Jhead(r~.j)=p()~h)(B (i'j)) 
BX  (i) := UAh:X (Uhead(r,.j)=pred.x(Ah) (B (i'j)) ) 
B :=~peg, BP  (i) ~'~pred.xeg, BX( i )  
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endfor 
endif; 
if there are unprocessed subgoals of r then 
pB(A) :=ordinary predicate whose corresponding relation is B; 
r":=that part of the body of the main rule of r which has not been evaluated yet, 
and add a new ordinary subgoal pB(A); 
B :=EVAL1N-RULE(r", B, R1,.. . ,  Rk); 
endif. 
EXAMPLE 4.3.1. Let v be the rule of Example 3.2.1(b). 
q(X, Z,T) : -  p(X,Y) & pred.Y(Z) & pl(U, V) ~5 pl(U, V):-p2(U, V); 
pl(U, V) : -p3(X, U1) & pred.Ul(U, V);& 
pred.T(V, S): -p4(Z,  W) & pred.W(Y) & pred.S(U2) :-pl(U2, Y);;; 
where the relations P, P2, P3, and P4 corresponding top(X, Y), p2(U, V), p3(X, U1), and p4(Z, W) 
are the following relations in Figure 5. 
P is X Y 
Z P2is U V 
John German Amy Germany 
Latin 
Anna Hungary 
James 
Alice Switzerland 
Jonathan Hungarian 
Spanish 
P4 is Z W 
P3 is X U1 V 
U V 
German Austria 
John Clare Austria 
Cathy Germany Germany 
Jonathan Clare Austria Switzerland 
Hungarian Hungary 
Csilla Hungary 
Spanish Cuba 
Carmen Spain 
Spain 
Figure 5. The relations P, P2, P3, and P4. 
Let t be the tree-representation of the rule. Let B0 be the relation corresponding to the body 
of the root of t, 
ro(Z, Y, Z): -p(X, Y) & pred.Y(Z); 
Bo(X, Y, Z) = EVAL-1RULE(r0, P) = P ~< #y(P). 
The rule has two subprograms. The first subprogram sl defines the relation corresponding to
pl(U, V). The second subprogram s2 defines the relation corresponding to pred.T(V, S) which 
means to give nonatomic value to the nested variable T. We construct the precedence graph 
of the subprograms similar to Example 3.5.1. First we have to evaluate subprogram sl, which 
calculates the relation P1 corresponding to the pl, because pl occurs in the body of a node of 
the subtree s2. 
f.Nf~ 30-12-F 
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Let rl.1, rl.2 be subrules of the first subprogram, and let r2.1 be the subrule of the second 
subprogram. 
ri.l(X, ]I, Z, U, V):  - to(X,  Y, Z) ~ p2(U, V); 
B (1"1) = EVAL-1RULE(rH, P, P2) = Bo ~ P2 
rl.2(X, Y, Z, U, V) : -to(X, Y, Z) ~ p3(X, U1) ~; pred.Ul(U, V); 
B (1"2) -- EVAL-1RULE (rl.2, P, P3) = r(x,y,z,v,y} (Bo >~ (P3 ~ #u, (P3))) • 
Therefore the relation B1 for the first subprogram Sl is the union of B (1"2) and B (1"2). 
So far we have evaluated the first subprogram, and now we are using the result relation B1 
instead of Bo to evaluate the second subprogram. 
r2 .1 (X  , ]I, Z, U, V)  : -r l (X, Y, Z, U, V) & p4(Z, W) & pred.W(V); 
B(2'I)(X, Y, Z, U, V) -- EVAL-1RULE(r2.1, P, P2, P3, Pa) = B1 >~ (lr{z,v} (P4 ~ #w (P4))) • 
The rule r2.1 has a subprogram s2.1.1 which is from one rule of r2.1.1.1; this rule is 
r2.1.1.1(X , Y, Z, U, V, U2): -r2.1(X, Y, Z, U, V) & pl(U2, Y); 
B (2"1"1"1) (X, Y, Z, U, V, U2) = EVAL-1RULE(r2.1.1.I, P, P2,/)3, P4, P1)= B(2"1) ~ ~(P1).  
The head of the rule r2.1.1.1 is pred.S(U2); we get this relation from relation B (2'1"1'1) by a nest 
operation Us(u2), 
We evaluated the subprogram s2.1.1 which gives the relation for a composite nested variable S, 
and now we can finish evaluating the subprogram s2. The head of the only one rule r2.1 of 
the subrule r2 is pred.T(V, S), and we get this relation from relation B2.1.1 by a nest operation 
lJT(V,S), 
B2(X, Y, Z, U, V, T) = B 1 ~ (Yr(v,s)  (B2.1.1)) • 
Since the rule r has only two subprograms, the result relation is 
B(X,Y,Z,U,V,T) = B2(X,Y,Z,U,V,T). 
Then the relation RH corresponding to the predicate of the head of the root q(X, Z, T) is 
RH(X, Z, T) = ~r{X,Z,T} B. Then RH is 
X Z T 
V S 
W 
John German Austria Clare 
Germany Amy 
Cathy 
Switzerland Alice 
Jonathan Hungarian Hungary Anna 
Csilla 
Jonathan Spanish Spain Carmen 
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5. EXPRESS IVENESS OF NESTED DATALOG 
Our goal is to show that sound, safe and consistent nonrecursive nested Datalog has the 
same expressive power as nested relational algebra and safe-nested tuple relational calculus. In 
Section 2, we have already seen that nested relational algebra can be expressed in safe-nested 
relational tuple calculus. In Section 4, we have given the evaluation of nested Datalog in such 
a way that we obtained nested relational algebraic expressions, which means that sound, safe 
and consistent nonrecursive nested Datalog can be expressed in nested relational algebra. In 
this section, we show that expressions of the nested relational algebra and safe calculus can be 
expressed by sound, safe and consistent nonrecursive nested Datalog programs, thus achieving 
our goal above. 
THEOREM 5.1. If NAE is a nested relational algebraic expression defining a relation, then there 
is a sound, safe and consistent nonrecursive nested Datalog program that produces the same 
relation as the relation for one of its predicates. 
PROOF. The proof is done by induction on the number of operators in NAE. Let us first consider 
the trivial case when the algebraic expression is simply the relation R. In this case, R is an EDB 
relation; therefore, it is provided without any additional rule. Let NAE1 and NAE2 be expressions 
of the nested algebra defining relations with k and n attributes in their schemes, respectively. 
Then, by the inductive hypothesis there are predicates Pl with k arguments and P2 with n 
arguments defined by sound, safe and consistent nonrecursive nested Datalog rules, defining 
relations the same as the relations defined by expressions NAE1 and NAE2, respectively. For the 
induction, consider an expression NAE whose outermost operator is one of the basic operators of 
the nested relational algebra (see Definition 2.2.2). Let q be the predicate symbol denoting the 
relation for NAE. Since the correspondence b tween attributes and variables is obvious, we will 
use the same symbols to denote attributes and the corresponding variables. 
(1) Union: NAE = NAE1 U NAE2. For the union, the schemes of the relations defined by 
NAE1 and NAE2 must be the same; therefore, k = n. Let this scheme be {X1,. . .  ,Xk}. 
Then, for NAE, we will have the following nested Datalog rules: 
q (X1 , . . . ,  Xk) : --Pl (X l , .  • • , Xk) ; 
q (X l , . . . ,  Xk) : --P2 (X l , - . . ,  Xk) ; 
(2) Difference: NAE = NAEa - NAE2. As with union, the relations for NAE1 and NAE2 
must have the same scheme; that is, k = n. Let this scheme be {X1, . . . ,  Xk}. Then, NAE 
is translated into a Datalog rule with a negated subgoal: 
q (X1, . . . ,  Xk) : --Pl (X l , . . . ,  Xk) & ~P2 (X I , . . . ,  Xk) ; 
(3) Cartesian Product: NAE1 × NAE2. The schemes of the relations defined by NAE1 and 
NAE2 are {X1, . . . ,Xk} and {Y1 . . . .  ,Yn}, respectively. It is assumed that the X's and 
the Y's have no attribute names in common. Then NAE is translated into the following 
Datalog rule: 
q(X1, . . . ,Xk ,Y1 , . . . ,Yn)  : -Pl  (X1, . . . ,Xk)  & P2 (Y1,.. . ,Yn) ; 
(4) Projection: NAE = ~rx~ ..... x,m (NAE1), where the scheme of the relation defined by 
NAE1 is {X1, . . . ,  Xk}. Then NAE is translated into 
q(Xi l , . . .  ,Xi,,~) : -Pl  (X l  . . . . .  Xk); 
(5) Renaming: NAE = y~(NAE1), where the scheme of the relation defined by NAE1 is 
{X1, . . . ,  Xk}. Let Xi~ denote ~(Xj) for the extended permutation ~o on U. Then NAE 
is translated into 
q (Xil . . . . .  X~k) : -P l  (Xil, • • •, X~k) ; 
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Note that in nested Datalog we worked with types of variables, regardless of the names of 
attributes. 
(6) Selection: NAE : ax, ox~(NAE1) or NAE = aN, ov(NAE1), where the scheme of the 
relation defined by NAE1 is {X1, . . . ,  Xk}. Note that it may be assumed that only atomic 
conditions are in selections. Then NAE is translated into 
q(X l , . . . ,Xk ) : -p l (X l , . . . ,Xk )  & (Xi O X j ) ;  or 
q(X1, . . . ,Xk )  : --Pl (X I , . . . ,Xk)  & (Xi 0 v) ; 
(7) Nest: NAE = uy 1 ..... y.,:y(NAE1), where the scheme of the relation defined by NAE1 is 
{X1,. . .  ,X I ,Y1, . . .  ,Ym}, l + m = k. Then the nested Datalog rule for NAE is 
q (X l , . . . ,  Xl, Y) : -P l  (X l , . . . ,  Xl, Zl, .  •., Zm) 
pred.Y (Yl , . . - ,  Fro) : -P I  (X1, . . . ,  Xl, Yl, . . . , Fro) ;; 
(8) Unnest: NAE = #y(NAE1),  where the scheme of the relation defined by NAE1 is 
{X1, . . . ,  Xk-1, Y} and Y = {YI . . . .  , Ym}. Then NAE is translated into 
q (X1, . . . ,  Xk-1, Y1, . . . ,  Ym) : -P l  (X1, . . . ,  Xk-1, Y) & pred.Y (Y1,. . . ,  Ym) ; 
Notice that evaluating the rules produced in the proof will indeed give the same relations that 
the corresponding nested algebraic expressions define. It can also be seen that all the rules are 
sound, safe and consistent, and none of them is recursive. 
THEOREM 5.2. If {T[A] [ F(T)} is a safe-nested tuple relational calculus (NTRC) expression 
defining a relation, then there is a sound, safe and consistent nonrecursive nested Datalog program 
that produces the same relation as the relation for one of its predicates. 
PROOF. The proof proceeds by induction on the number of operators in the safe NTRC formula. 
However, we have to state the inductive hypothesis carefully to avoid considering subformulas 
that appear unsafe. The other problem to be solved is that in NTRC we have tuple variables, 
while in nested Datalog, variables correspond to attributes. The solution is that if we have a 
tuple variable, then we associate a Datalog variable for each component of the tuple variable. 
In particular, if the scheme of a tuple variable 7 is {X1 . . . .  ,Xn}, then we use X I , . . . ,Xn  as 
nested Datalog variables corresponding to the components T if no ambiguity occurs. In the 
nested Datalog program, Xi will be used whenever a component T(Xi) appears in the formula. 
Moreover, when a the tuple variable ~ occurs freely in F in the form ~ E R or T E TI(Y), then it 
is considered to have all its components T(X1), . . . ,  T(Xn) in F. After these considerations, the 
inductive hypothesis i the following. 
Let F be a safe NTRC formula. Then for every subformula Fi such that F does not apply the 
AND operator to F1 (i.e., there is no larger subformula F2 A F1 or Fi A F2 in F), if F1 has free 
tuple variables T1,.. . ,  Tn, then there is a sound, safe and consistent nonrecursive nested Datalog 
program that defines the relation for some predicate PFI (X1, . . . ,  Xk), where each Xi corresponds 
to a component of any of the free tuple variables, to be equal to the set of tuples (a l , . . .  ,ak) 
that make F1 true, when as is substituted for Tj(Y), 1 < i < k, where rj(Y) is the component 
corresponding to Xi. 
BASIC CASE. F is a maximal conjunct of atomic formulas F1 A. . .  A Fn, where each F~ is either 
a comparison, an atomic formula of the form ~- E R, or an atomic formula of the form T E TI(Y). 
This includes the case when n = 1, that is, when the atomic formula F is not part of a 
conjunction. In this case, from safety of F follows that F is an atomic formula of the form ~- E R, 
where R is an EDB relation. Then the EDB predicate symbol p for relation R can be used as PF 
and no additional rules are needed. 
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If n > I, then for each Fi let the subgoal Si be defined in the following way: 
(i) If Fi is r E R, where the scheme of T is {Xb..., X}}, then let Si be the ordinary subgoal 
p(XI,... ,X}), where p is the EDB predicate for R. 
(2) If Fi is ~'I(X) 0 r2(Y), or TI(X) 0 V, or v ~ TI(X), then let Si be the built-in subgoal 
XI 0 Y2, or XI 0 v, or v 0 XI, respectively, where XI and ]12 denote the Datalog variables 
associated to the components T I (X)  and T2(Y). 
(3) If Fi is T e T I (Y )  where the scheme of T is {X1,... ,Xk}  and Y is a composite attribute, 
then let Si be the variable subgoal pred.Y(X1 . . . .  , Xk ) .  
Then the predicate PF for F is defined as: 
PF : --S1 ~ " "  ~ Sn; 
INDUCTION. Since we deal with only safe formulas, the induction can be split into the following 
cases: 
(1) F = (3T[A])F1, where V is a free tuple variable of F1 with scheme A. F1 may contain 
occurrences of other free tuple variables, but from safety follows that all components of 7 
appear in F1. Let X1,. •., Xk denote the Datalog variables associated to all components of
all free tuple variables of F1. We may assume that the number of attributes in the scheme 
of r is i (i < k) and X1, . . . ,  Xi are the Datalog variables associated to the components 
of T. Then the predicate PF for F is defined by the followin~ rule: 
PF (X i+ l , . . . ,Xk)  : -PF1 (X1, . . . ,Xk) ; 
(2) F = F1 V F2, where F1 and F2 have one and the same free tuple variable. Let this tuple 
variable be ~- with occurrences T(X1),.. . ,  T(Xk) .  Then we use the following two rules: 
PF  (Xl, . . . ,Zk) : --PF1 (Xl,.. . ,Xk) ; 
PF (X l , . . . ,  Xk)  : --PF2 (X l , . . .  , Xk) ; 
(3) F = F1 A ... A Fn a maximal conjunction. Then for each F~ we define the subgoal or 
subprogram S~ as follows: 
(a) If Fi is an arithmetical formula, the built-in subgoal S~ is defined as above (Basic 
case 2). 
(b) If Fi is 7(Y)  = {TI[Y1,...,Ym] I Gi(T1)}, then Si is defined to be a subprogram 
consisting of the following subrule: 
pred.Y (Y1, . . . , Ym) : -PC~ (X1,  . . . , Xk ,  Y1, . . . , Ym) ; 
where X1, . . . ,  Xk  denote variables associated to the components offree tuple variables 
in Gi, and Pc~ denotes the predicate for G~ already defined. 
(c) If Fi is a nonnegated formula, but not (a) or (b), then let the subgoal Si be PF~ (X i l ,  
• ..,Xim,), where Xi~,...,X~m, are variables associated to the components of free 
tuple variables occurring in Fi, and PF, is the predicate for Fi already defined. 
(d) If Fi is a negated formula, then let the subgoal Si be -~PF, (X i , , . . . ,  Xim, ). 
Arrange S1, . . . ,  Sn in such a way that all the subprograms are in the end. Then for F we 
will have the following rule: 
PF : --S1 ~ " "  ~: Sn; 
In our final theorem, we state that the query systems defined in this paper are equivalent in 
expressiveness, which follows from the theorems discussed earlier. 
THEOREM 5.3. The nested relational a/gebra, the safe-nested tuple relat ional and the sound, 
safe and cons istent  nonrecurs ive nested Datalog have equivalent express ive power.  
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we have defined a Datalog extension for nested relation. Several related topics 
have been discussed. First we presented the concepts of the nested relational model which omits 
the first normal form assumption of the relational data model. Nested relations may contain 
subrelations in their tuples, which makes it possible to naturally represent structured ata and 
decreases redundancy. An overview has been given on how the relational algebra is extended 
to manipulate nested relations. Two new operations, nest and unnest, have been introduced for 
restructuring purposes in order to be able to define queries involving attributes at lower level of 
nesting. We have also defined a nested tuple relational calculus, and the notion of safety has 
been extended to its formulas. 
The main goal of the paper was to define how to extend Datalog so that it can be suitable 
for nested relations, and to investigate the expressive power of our nested Datalog related to 
the nested relational algebra and nested tuple calculus. In nested Datalog, rules may have 
subprograms, and subprograms consist of subrules. Such a rule can be represented by a tree 
as defined in the paper. Moreover, we have introduced a new category of predicate symbols, 
namely the variable predicate symbols, to refer to tuples of subrelations. Also, we distinguished 
between global and local IDB predicates. Local IDB predicates cannot be used anywhere in the 
program. Based on our tree representation, we have defined sound and safe rules, and consistent 
programs. By means of precedence graphs, we defined when a nested Datalog program is said 
to be recursive, but we onl~ showed how nonrecursive programs are evaluated. The evaluation 
has been given in terms of nested relational algebraic expressions. As the main statement of our 
paper, we have proved that sound, safe and consistent nonrecursive nested Datalog has the same 
expressive power as nested relational algebra and safe-nested tuple relational calculus. 
Obviously, an interesting point of nested Datalog is how recursive programs can be evaluated. 
In nested Datalog, predicates depending on each other are not necessarily defined on the same 
level, which makes the evaluation process quite hard. Also, the question of negated subgoals has 
to be reviewed. Our future work on nested Datalog will be focussed on such investigations. 
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